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Midland Gliding Club   

Retrieve Winch Operation 

Operating instructions 

(Pasted on winch) 

 

Folder contents: 

Pre first launch checklist  (except short West)  

Retrieve winch cable route 

Layout, Alignment, Chocks 

 

Pre first launch checklist    (short West only)  

Short West layout 

 

Failed launch  

Strong wind cable danger 

 

Weak link inspection 

 

Winch and vehicle fault and delay logging 

Retrieve winch end of day checklist 
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Midland Gliding Club Retrieve Winch Operation 
 

1. When launch is imminent, start engine, check warning lights 
off, speed selector set, guillotine unlocked. 

2. As cable is connected to glider, 
a. Check field is clear ahead for full launch distance, call 

“Clear ahead” 
b. Radio ”Main winch, this is Launchpoint, Next glider is xyz” 

Wait for confirmation from main winch. 
c. Left hand on guillotine 
d. Wait for “all clear above and behind” call and “take up 

slack” hand signal from launch signaller 
3. Do your own All Clear Ahead then Clear Above and Behind 

Check. Press button to signal “Take up slack” 
4. When glider starts to move: 

a. Press button to signal “All Out” and hold until glider 
rotates. 

b. Watch the retrieve cable. If it is about to come into 
contact with the glider, or poses a risk to anyone or 
anything, operate the guillotine and stop button 
immediately. 

c. Release the “All Out” once the glider has rotated. The 
Beep uses the radio channel, the winch driver cannot 
communicate with you when the signal buttons are 
pressed, nor for 6 seconds after the STOP button is 
pressed. 

5. Move left hand to the retrieve winch clutch lever, hold speed 
control with right hand 

6. Wait for main winch to call ‘Release, Release’ and immediately 
engage the clutch fully. If no radio call, or not clear, DON’T 
retrieve. 

7. Monitor the wing runner and Main Winch for stop signal. (a 
continuous light). Release the clutch lever immediately if there 
is a stop signal and hit the red “stop” button. 
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8. If the wing runner alerts you or you see anyone approaching 
the cable, a glider about to land across the cable, anything that 
might pose a risk to anyone, release the clutch lever and hit the 
red STOP button immediately. 

9. As the parachute approaches mid field, begin to slow it and 
bring it to a halt progressively, using throttle, about 10-15m 
away, then disengage clutch. Do not slip the clutch. 

10. Return speed lever to specified position 
11. If in any doubt about the safety of the launch or retrieve 

do not hesitate to hit the red button and/ or operate the 
guillotine. 

12. In the event of a cable break: 
a. Stop the engine, remove the key. 
b. Stay on the radio and await winch driver instructions. 
c. Do not let anyone open the drum cover without the 

permission of the main winch driver. 
d. Don’t put your hands near the drum or let anyone handle 

the cable if there are vehicles moving on the airfield 
between the winches. 

13. The person attaching the cable to the glider must be the 
signaller, and must check that there are no people or aircraft 
above, behind or in front of the glider to be launched. The 
signaller does not give the all out signal.  The decision to launch 
is made by the retrieve winch driver. 

14. The wing holder must monitor the airfield for the whole 
launch, until the cable is back on the ground. If any person, 
vehicle or aircraft is seen to approach the area under the cable, 
they must alert the retrieve winch driver.  
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Intentionally blank 
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0% extn 

0% load 

1.3% extn 

75% load 

2.2% extn 

85% load 

2.8% extn 

Near max 

load. 

Strength beginning 

to reduce but not 

detectable by eye 

Inspect weak link every time before hooking on.  
This   will reduce the chance of low level launch failure caused by overloading 

during the previous launch 

Accept these 
Although weakening may have begun, it is not visible at this stage, so these must be accepted.  

Extension is the %elongation of the hole diameter         Load is % of rated strength  
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16.5% extn 

Failed 

4.0% 

extn 

Necking just 

visible 

5.4% 

extn 

Necking obvious 

Ovality visible 

8.8% 

extn 

Necking extreme 

Ovality obvious 

Extension is the %elongation of the hole diameter         Load is % of rated strength  

Inspect weak link every time before hooking on.  

This   will reduce the chance of low level launch failure caused by 

overloading during the previous launch 

Reject these 
All these have visible damage, which means significant weakening 
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